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Nexus transformed
Jerry’s For All Seasons
in Scranton, Pa., from a
former KFC restaurant
to a modern, classy
destination.

Navigating
The Road To Retail
Nexus helps independent garden centers steer clear of roadblocks in new construction.
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iar with garden centers and greenhouses,
because there are special exceptions allowed for greenhouses in many cases.”
Beyond local regulations, the biggest
trend in building new garden centers is
integrating an array of emerging lifestyle
departments. Warschauer notes an increase
in metal-covered structures to protect merchandise from fading and melting. At the
same time, you don’t want a metal roof over
plants. A compromise is to have glass on
the sides and ends to provide indirect light.
“We’re not just a plant garden center
structure industry anymore,” he says. “Are
you strictly selling plant material or are
you selling bakery, fine furniture and outdoor living products? If it’s the latter, you’re
not just a garden center anymore.”  TGC
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